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Abstract

1

We introduce two-player games which build words over infinite alphabets, and we study the problem of checking the
existence of winning strategies. These games are played by
two players, who take turns in choosing valuations for variables ranging over an infinite data domain, thus generating
multi-attributed data words. The winner of the game is specified by formulas in the Logic of Repeating Values, which can
reason about repetitions of data values in infinite data words.
We prove that it is undecidable to check if one of the players has a winning strategy, even in very restrictive settings.
However, we prove that if one of the players is restricted
to choose valuations ranging over the Boolean domain, the
games are effectively equivalent to single-sided games on
vector addition systems with states (in which one of the
players can change control states but cannot change counter
values), known to be decidable and effectively equivalent to
energy games.
Previous works have shown that the satisfiability problem for various variants of the logic of repeating values is
equivalent to the reachability and coverability problems in
vector addition systems. Our results raise this connection
to the level of games, augmenting further the associations
between logics on data words and counter systems.

Words over an unbounded domain —known as data words—
is a structure that appears in many scenarios, as abstractions
of timed words, runs of counter automata, runs of concurrent
programs with an unbounded number of processes, traces
of reactive systems, and more broadly as abstractions of any
record of the run of processes handling unbounded resources.
Here, we understand data word as a (possibly infinite) word
in which every position carries a vector of elements from a
possibly infinite domain (e.g., a vector of numbers).
Many specification languages have been proposed to specify properties of data words, both in terms of automata
[16, 19] and logics [5, 12–14]. One of the most basic mechanisms for expressing properties on these structures is based
on whether a data value at a given position is repeated either
locally (e.g., in the 2nd component of the vector at the 4th
future position), or remotely (e.g., in the 1st component of a
vector at some position in the past). This has led to the study
of linear temporal logic extended with these kind of tests,
called Logic of Repeating Values (LRV) [10]. The satisfiability problem for LRV is inter-reducible with the reachability
problem for Vector Addition Systems with States (VASS),
and when the logic is restricted to testing remote repetitions
only in the future, it is inter-reducible with the coverability
problem for VASS [10, 11]. These connections also extend to
data trees and branching VASS [3].
Previous works on data words have been centered around
the satisfiability, containment, or model checking problems.
Here, we initiate the study of two-player games on such
structures, motivated by the realizability problem of reactive systems (hardware, operating systems, communication
protocols). A reactive system keeps interacting with the environment in which it is functioning, and a data word can
be seen as a trace of this interaction. The values of some
variables are decided by the system and some by the environment. The reactive system has to satisfy a specified property,
given as a logical formula over data words. The realizability
problem asks whether it is possible that there exists a system
that always satisfies the specified property, irrespective of
what the environment does. This can be formalized as the
existence of a winning strategy for a two-player game that
is defined to this end. In this game, there are two sets of
variables. Valuations for one set of variables are decided by
the system player (representing the reactive system) and for
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the other set of variables, valuations are decided by the environment player (representing the environment in which the
reactive system is functioning). The two players take turns
giving valuations to their respective variables and build an
infinite sequence of valuations. The system player wins a
game if the resulting sequence satisfies the specified logical
formula. Motivated by the realizability problem of Church
[8], the question of existence of winning strategies in such
games are studied extensively (starting from [17]) for the
case where variables are Boolean and the logic used is propositional linear temporal logic. To the best of our knowledge
there have been no works on the more general setup of
infinite domains. This work can be seen as a first step towards considering richer structures, this being the case of
an infinite set with an equivalence relation.
Contributions By combining known relations between
satisfiability of (fragments of) LRV and (control state) reachability in VASS [10, 11] with existing knowledge about realizability games ([17] and numerous papers expanding on it),
it is not difficult to show that realizability games for LRV are
related to games on VASS. Using known results about undecidability of games on VASS, it is again not difficult to show
that realizability games for LRV are undecidable. Among
others, one way to get decidable games on VASS is to make
the game asymmetric, letting one player only change control states, while the other player can additionally change
values in counters, resulting in the so called single-sided
VASS games [2]. Our first contribution in this paper is to
identify that the corresponding asymmetry in LRV realizability is to give only Boolean variables to one of the players
and let the logic test only for remote repetitions in the past
(and disallow testing for remote repetitions in the future).
Once this identification of the fragment is made, the proof of
its inter-reducibility with single-sided VASS games follows
more or less along expected lines by adapting techniques
developed in [10, 11].
To obtain the fragment mentioned in the previous paragraph, we impose two restrictions; one is to restrict one
of the players to Boolean variables and the other is to disallow testing for remote repetitions in the future. Our next
contributions in this paper is to prove that lifting either of
these restrictions lead to undecidability. A common feature
in similar undecidability proofs (e.g., undecidability of VASS
games [1]) is a reduction from the reachability problem for
2-counter machines (details follow in the next section) in
which one of the players emulates the moves of the counter
machine while the other player catches the first player in
case of cheating. Our first undecidability proof uses a new
technique where the two players cooperate to emulate the
moves of the counter machine and one of the players has
the additional task of detecting cheating. Another common
feature of similar undecidability proofs is that emulating
zero testing transitions of the counter machine is difficult
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while emulating incrementing and decrementing transitions
are easy. Our second undecidability proof uses another new
technique in which even emulating decrementing transitions
is difficult and requires specific moves by the two players.
Related works The relations between satisfiability of various logics over data words and the problem of language
emptiness for automata models have been explored before.
In [5], satisfiability of the two variable fragment of firstorder logic on data words is related to reachability in VASS.
In [12], satisfiability of LTL extended with freeze quantifiers
is related to register automata.
A general framework for games over infinite-state systems with a well-quasi ordering is introduced in [1] and the
restriction of downward closure is imposed to get decidability. In [18], the two players follow different of rules, making
the abilities of the two players asymmetric and leading to decidability. A possibly infinitely branching version of VASS is
studied in [6], where decidability is obtained in the restricted
case when the goal of the game is to reach a configuration
in which one of the counters has the value zero. Games on
VASS with inhibitor arcs are studied in [4] and decidability
is obtained in the case where one of the players can only
increment counters and the other player can not test for zero
value in counters. In [7], energy games are studied, which
are games on counter systems and the goal of the game is
to play for ever without any counter going below zero in
addition to satisfying parity conditions on the control states
that are visited infinitely often. Energy games are further
studied in [2], where they are related to single-sided VASS
games, which restrict one of the players to not make any
changes to the counters. Closely related perfect half-space
games are studied in [9], where it is shown that optimal
complexity upper bounds can be obtained for energy games
by using perfect half space games.
Organization In Section 2 we define the logic LRV, counter
machines, and VASS games. In Section 3 we introduce LRV
games. Section 4 shows undecidability results for the fragment of LRV with data repetition tests restricted to past.
Section 5 shows the decidability result of past-looking singlesided LRV games. Section 6 shows undecidability of futurelooking single-sided LRV games, showing that in some sense
the decidability result is maximal. We conclude in Section 7.

2

Preliminaries

We denote by Z the set of integers and by N the set of nonnegative integers. For any set S, we denote by S ∗ (resp. S ω )
the set of all finite (resp. countably infinite) sequences of
elements in S. For a sequence σ ∈ S ∗ , we denote its length
by |σ |. We denote by P(S) (resp. P + (S)) the set of all subsets
(resp. non-empty subsets) of S.
Logic of repeating values We recall the syntax and semantics of the logic of repeating values from [10, 11]. This
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logic extends the usual propositional linear temporal logic
with the ability to reason about repetitions of data values
from an infinite domain. We let this logic use both Boolean
variables (i.e., propositions) and data variables ranging over
an infinite data domain D. The Boolean variables can be
simulated by data variables. However, we need to consider
fragments of the logic, for which explicitly having Boolean
variables is convenient. Let BVARS = {q, t, . . .} be a countably infinite set of Boolean variables ranging over {⊤, ⊥},
and let DVARS = {x, y, . . .} be a countably infinite set of
‘data’ variables ranging over D. We denote by LRV the logic
whose formulas are defined as follows:1
φ ::= q | x ≈ Xj y | x ≈ ⟨φ?⟩y | x 0 ⟨φ?⟩y | x ≈ ⟨φ?⟩ −1y
| x 0 ⟨φ?⟩ y | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ | Xφ | φUφ | X φ
−1

−1

| φSφ , where q ∈ BVARS, x, y ∈ DVARS, j ∈ Z
A valuation is the union of a mapping from BVARS to
{⊤, ⊥} and a mapping from DVARS to D. A model is a finite
or infinite sequence of valuations. We use σ to denote models
and σ (i) denotes the i th valuation in σ , where i ∈ N \ {0}. For
any model σ and position i ∈ N\{0}, the satisfaction relation
|= is defined inductively as follows. The temporal operators
next (X), previous (X−1 ), until (U) since (S) and its derived
operators (F, G, F−1 , G−1 , etc.) and Boolean connectives are
defined in the usual way and are skipped.
σ , i |= q : σ (i)(q) = ⊤
σ , i |= x ≈ Xj y iff 1 ≤ i + j ≤ |σ |, σ (i)(x) = σ (i + j)(y)
σ , i |= x ≈ ⟨φ?⟩y iff ∃j > i s.t. σ (i)(x) = σ (j)(y), σ , j |= φ
σ , i |= x 0 ⟨φ?⟩y iff ∃j > i s.t. σ (i)(x) , σ (j)(y), σ , j |= φ
σ , i |= x ≈ ⟨φ?⟩ −1y iff ∃j < i s.t. σ (i)(x) = σ (j)(y), σ , j |= φ
σ , i |= x 0 ⟨φ?⟩ −1y iff ∃j < i s.t. σ (i)(x) , σ (j)(y), σ , j |= φ
for q ∈ BVARS, x, y ∈ DVARS. Intuitively, the formula x ≈
Xj y tests that the data value mapped to the variable x at the
current position repeats in the variable y after j positions.
We use the notation Xi x ≈ Xj y as an abbreviation for the formula Xi (x ≈ Xj−i y) (assuming without any loss of generality
that i ≤ j). The formula x ≈ ⟨φ?⟩y tests that the data value
mapped to x now repeats in y at a future position that satisfies the nested formula φ. The formula x 0 ⟨φ?⟩y is similar
but tests for disequality of data values instead of equality. If
a model is being built sequentially step by step and these formulas are to be satisfied at a position, they create obligations
(for repeating some data values) to be satisfied in some future
step. The formulas x ≈ ⟨φ?⟩ −1y and x 0 ⟨φ?⟩ −1y are similar
but test for repetitions of data values in past positions.
We append symbols to LRV for denoting syntactic restrictions as shown in the following table. For example,
LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] denotes the fragment of LRV in which nested
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Symbol Meaning
φ has to be ⊤ in x ≈ ⟨φ?⟩y (no nested formulas)
disequality constraints (x 0 ⟨φ?⟩y or x 0
⟨φ?⟩ −1y) are not allowed
→
past obligations (x ≈ ⟨φ?⟩ −1y or x 0 ⟨φ?⟩ −1y) are
not allowed
←
future obligations (x ≈ ⟨φ?⟩y or x 0 ⟨φ?⟩y) are
not allowed
formulas, disequality constraints and future obligations are
not allowed. For clarity, we replace ⟨⊤?⟩ with ^ in formulas.
E.g., we write x ≈ ⟨⊤?⟩y as simply x ≈ ^y.
⊤
≈

Parity games on integer vectors We recall the definition
of games on Vector Addition Systems with States (VASS)
from [2]. The game is played between two players: system
and environment. A VASS game is a tuple (Q, C,T , π ) where
Q is a finite set of states, C is a finite set of counters, T is
a finite set of transitions and π : Q → {1, . . . , p}, for some
integer p, is a colouring function that assigns a number to
each state. The set Q is partitioned into two parts Q e (states
of environment) and Q s (states of system). A transition in T
is a tuple (q, op, q ′) where q, q ′ ∈ Q are the origin and target
states and op is an operation of the form x + +, x − − or nop,
where x ∈ C is a counter. We say that a transition of a VASS
game belongs to environment if its origin belongs to environment; similarly for system. A VASS game is single-sided if
every environment transition is of the form (q, nop, q ′). It is
assumed that every state has at least one outgoing transition.
A configuration of the VASS game is an element (q, n)
® of
Q × NC , consisting of a state q and a valuation n® for the counters. A play of the VASS game begins at a designated initial
configuration. The player owning the state of the current
configuration (say (q, n))
® chooses an outgoing transition (say
(q, op, q ′)) and changes the configuration to (q ′, n®′), where n®′
is obtained from n® by incrementing (resp. decrementing) the
counter x once, if op is x + + (resp. x − −). If op = nop, then
(q,op,q ′ )

n®′ = n.
® We denote this update as (q, n)
® −−−−−−→ (q ′, n®′). The
play is then continued similarly by the owner of the state of
the next configuration. If any player wants to take a transition that decrements some counter, that counter should have
a non-zero value before the transition. Note that in a singlesided VASS game, environment cannot change the value of
the counters. The game continues forever and results in an infinite sequence of configurations (q 0 , n®0 )(q 1 , n®1 ) · · · . System
wins the game if the maximum colour occurring infinitely
often in π (q 0 )π (q 1 )π (q 2 ) · · · is even. We assume without loss
of generality that from any configuration, at least one transition is enabled (if this condition is not met, we can add
extra states and transitions to create an infinite loop ensuring that the owner of the deadlocked configuration loses).
In our constructions, we use a generalized form of transiu®

1 In

a previous work [11] this logic was denoted by PLRV (LRV + Past).

tions q →
− q ′ where u® ∈ ZC , to indicate that each counter
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c should be updated by adding u(c).
®
Such VASS games can
be effectively translated into ones of the form defined in the
previous paragraph, preserving winning regions.
A strategy se for environment in a VASS game is a mapping se : (Q × NC )∗ · (Q e × NC ) → T such that for all
γ ∈ (Q × NC )∗ , all q e ∈ Q e and all n® ∈ NC , se(γ · (q e , n))
®
is a transition whose source state is q e . A strategy ss for
system is a mapping ss : (Q × NC )∗ · (Q s × NC ) → T satisfying similar conditions. Environment plays a game according
to a strategy se if the resulting sequence of configurations
(q 0 , n®0 )(q 1 , n®1 ) · · · is such that for all i ∈ N, qi ∈ Q e implies
se((q 0, n®0 )(q 1, n®1 )···(q i , n®i ))

(qi , n®i ) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (qi+1 , n®i+1 ). The notion is extended to system player similarly. A strategy ss for system is
winning if system wins all the games that she plays according to ss, irrespective of the strategy used by environment. It
was shown in [2] that it is decidable to check whether system
has a winning strategy in a given single-sided VASS game
and an initial configuration. An optimal double exponential
upper bound was shown for this problem in [9].
Counter machines A 2-counter machine is a tuple (Q, δ ),
where Q is a finite set of states and δ is a finite set of transitions. Each transition is a triple of the form (q 1 , u, q 2 ), where
q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q and u is either ‘c i −−’, ‘c i ++’, or ‘c i = 0?’ for some
i ∈ {1, 2}. The symbols c 1 , c 2 denote counters that the transitions can update. A configuration of the 2-counter machine is
a triple (q, n 1 , n 2 ) where q ∈ Q and n 1 , n 2 ∈ N. The transition
relation →
− on configurations is defined as follows. We have
(q 1 , n 1 , n 2 ) →
− (q ′, n 1′ , n 2′ ) iff either: (1) (q, c i + +, q ′) ∈ δ for
′
i ∈ {1, 2} and ni′ = ni + 1, n 3−i
= n 3−i ; (2) (q, c i − −, q ′) ∈ δ
′
′
for i ∈ {1, 2} and ni > 0, ni = ni − 1, n 3−i
= n 3−i ; or (3)
′
(q, c i = 0?, q ) ∈ δ for i ∈ {1, 2} and ni = 0, (n 1′ , n 2′ ) = (n 1 , n 2 ).
A counter machine is deterministic if for every configuration
(q, n 1 , n 2 ) there exists at most one configuration (q ′, n 1′ , n 2′ )
so that (q, n 1 , n 2 ) →
− (q ′, n 1′ , n 2′ ). For our undecidability results we will use deterministic 2-counter machines, henceforward just “counter machines”. Given a counter machine
(Q, δ ) and two of its states q init , q fin ∈ Q, the reachability
problem is to determine if there is a sequence of transitions
of the 2-counter machine starting from the configuration
(q init , 0, 0) and ending at the configuration (q fin , n 1 , n 2 ) for
some n 1 , n 2 ∈ N. It is known that the reachability problem for
2-counter machines is undecidable [15]. To simplify our undecidability results we further assume, without any loss of generality, that there exists a transition tˆ = (q fin , c 1 + +, q fin ) ∈ δ .

3

Game of repeating values

The game of repeating values is played between two players, called environment and system. The set BVARS is partitioned as BVARSe , BVARSs , owned by environment and system respectively. The set DVARS is partitioned similarly.
Let BΥ e (resp. DΥ e , BΥ s , DΥ s ) be the set of all mappings
bυ e : BVARSe → {⊤, ⊥} (resp., dυ e : DVARSe → D, bυ s :
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BVARSs → {⊤, ⊥}, dυ s : DVARSs → D). Given two mappings υ 1 : V1 → D ∪ {⊤, ⊥}, υ 2 : V2 → D ∪ {⊤, ⊥} for
disjoint sets of variables V1 , V2 , we denote by υ = υ 1 ⊕ v 2
the mapping defined as υ(x 1 ) = υ 1 (x 1 ) for all x 1 ∈ V1 and
υ(x 2 ) = υ 2 (x 2 ) for all x 2 ∈ V2 . Let ϒe (resp., ϒs ) be the
set of mappings {bυ e ⊕ dυ e | bυ e ∈ BΥ e , dυ e ∈ DΥ e }
(resp. {bυ s ⊕ dυ s | bυ s ∈ BΥ s , dυ s ∈ DΥ s }). The first round of
a game of repeating values is begun by environment choosing a mapping υ 1e ∈ ϒe , to which system responds by choosing a mapping υ 1s ∈ ϒs . Then environment continues with
the next round by choosing a mapping from ϒe and so on.
The game continues forever and results in an infinite model
σ = (υ 1e ⊕ υ 1s )(υ 2e ⊕ υ 2s ) · · · . The winning condition is given
by a LRV formula φ — system wins iff σ , 1 |= φ.
Let ϒ be the set of all valuations. For any model σ and i > 0,
let σ ↾ i denote the valuation sequence σ (1) · · · σ (i), and σ ↾
0 denote the empty sequence. A strategy for environment is
a mapping te : ϒ∗ → ϒe . A strategy for system is a mapping
ts : ϒ∗ · ϒe → ϒs . We say that environment plays according
to a strategy te if the resulting model (υ 1e ⊕ υ 1s )(υ 2e ⊕ υ 2s ) · · ·
is such that υie = te(σ ↾ (i − 1)) for all positions i ∈ N \ {0}.
System plays according to a strategy ts if the resulting model
is such that υis = ts(σ ↾ (i − 1) · υie ) for all positions i ∈
N \ {0}. A strategy ts for system is winning if system wins
all games that she plays according to ts, irrespective of the
strategy used by environment. Given a formula φ in (some
fragment of) LRV, we are interested in the decidability of
checking whether system has a winning strategy in the game
of repeating values whose winning condition is φ.
We illustrate the utility of this game with an example. Consider a scenario in which the system is trying to schedule
tasks on processors. The number of tasks can be unbounded
and task identifiers can be data values. Assuming the variable init carries identifiers of tasks that are initialized and
proc carries identifiers of tasks that are processed, the formula G (proc ≈ ^ −1 init) specifies that all tasks that are
processed must have been initialized beforehand. Assuming
the variable log carries identifiers of tasks that have been
processed and are being logged into an audit table, the formula G (proc ≈ X log) specifies that all processed tasks are
logged into the audit table in the next step. Suppose there
is a Boolean variable lf belonging to the environment. The
formula G (¬lf ⇒ ¬(log ≈ X−1 proc)) specifies that if lf is
false (denoting that the logger is not working), then the logger can not put the task that was processed in the previous
step into the audit table in this step. The combination of the
last two specifications is not realizable by any system since
as soon as the system processes a task, the environment can
make the logger non-functional in the next step. This can be
algorithmically determined by the fact that for the conjunction of the last two formulas, there is no winning strategy
for system in the game of repeating values.
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4

Undecidability of LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] games

Here we establish that determining if system has a winning
strategy in the LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] game is undecidable. This uses
a fragment of LRV in which there are no future demands, no
disequality demands 0, and every sub-formula x ≈ ⟨φ?⟩ −1y
is such that φ = ⊤. Further, this undecidability result holds
even for the case where each player owns only one data
variable, and where the distance of local demands is bounded
by 3, that is, all local demands of the form x ≈ X i y are so that
−3 ≤ i ≤ 3. Simply put, the result shows that bounding the
distance of local demands and the number of data variables
does not help in obtaining decidability.
Theorem 4.1. The winning strategy existence problem for
the LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] game is undecidable, even when each player
owns only one variable, and the distance of local demands is
bounded by 3.
As we shall see in the next section, if we further restrict the
game so that environment does not own any data variable,
we obtain decidability.
Undecidability is shown by reduction from the reachability
problem for counter machines. The reduction will be first
shown for the case where environment owns a data variable
y and system owns a data variable x plus some other Boolean
variables encoding labels. In a second part we show how to
eliminate these Boolean variables.
4.1

Reduction with Boolean variables

Lemma 4.2. The winning strategy existence problem for the
LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] game is undecidable when environment owns
one data variable and unboundedly many Boolean variables,
and system one (data) variable.
Proof idea. For convenience, we name the counters of the
2-counter machines c x and cy instead of c 1 and c 2 . To simulate counters c x and cy , we use the environment variable x
and system variable y. There are a few more Boolean variables that environment uses for the simulation. We define a
LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] formula to force environment and system to
simulate runs of 2-counter machines as follows. Suppose σ is
the concrete model built during a game. The value of counter
c x (resp. cy ) before the i th transition is the cardinality of the
set {d ∈ D | ∃j ∈ {1, . . . , i} : σ (j)(x) = d, ∀j ′ ∈ {1, . . . , i} :
σ (j ′)(y) , d } (resp. {d ∈ D | ∃j ∈ {1, . . . , i}, σ (j)(y) =
d, ∀j ′ ∈ {1, . . . , i}, σ (j ′)(x) , d }). Intuitively, the value of
counter c x is the number of data values that have appeared
under variable x but not under y. In each round, environment chooses the transition of the 2-counter machine to be
simulated and sets values for its variables accordingly. If everything is in order, system cooperates and sets the value of
the variable y to complete the simulation. Otherwise, system
can win immediately by setting the value of y to a value that
certifies that the actions of environment violate the semantics of the 2-counter machine. If any player deviates from
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this behavior at any step, the other player wins immediately.
The only other way system can win is by reaching the halting state and the only other way environment can win is
by properly simulating the 2-counter machine for ever and
never reaching the halting state.
□
4.2

Getting rid of Boolean variables

The reduction above makes use of some Boolean variables to
encode transitions of the 2-counter machine. However, one
can modify the reduction above to do the encoding inside
equivalence classes of the variable x. Suppose there are m − 1
labels that we want to encode. A data word prefix of the form
label : l 1 l 2
x : x1 x2
y : y1 y2

···

ln
xn
yn

where li , x i , yi are, respectively, the label, value of x, and
value of y at position i, is now encoded as
x: d d
x d d
x d d
d d
x d d
w1 1
w2 2
···
wn n
y: d d
y1 d d
y2 d d
d d
yn d d
where each w i is a data word of the form (d 1 , d 1 ) · · · (dm , dm );
further the data values of w i are so that d < {d 1 , . . . , dm },
and so that every pair of w i , w j with i , j has disjoint sets
of data values. The purpose of w i is to encode the label li ;
the purpose of the repeated data value (d, d) is to delimit the
boundaries of each encoding of a label, which we will call a
‘block’; the purpose of repeating (d, d) at each occurrence is
to avoid confusing this position with the encoding position
(x i , yi ) —i.e., a boundary position is one whose data value is
repeated at distance m+3 and at distance 1.
This encoding can be enforced using a LRV formula. Further, the encoding of values of counters in the reduction
before is not broken since the additional positions have the
property of having the same data value under x as under y,
and in this the encoding of counter c x —i.e., the number of
data values that have appeared under x but not under y— is
not modified; similarly for counter cy .
Lemma 4.3. The winning strategy existence problem for the
LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] game is undecidable when system and environment owns one (data) variable each and no Boolean variables.
Unbounded local tests The previous undecidability use either an unbounded number of variables or a bounded number
of variables but an unbounded X-distance of local demands.
However, through a more clever encoding one can avoid
testing whether two positions at distance n have the same
data value by a chained series of tests. This is a standard coding which does not break the 2-counter machine reduction.
Then we obtain the following, which proves the theorem.
Lemma 4.4. The winning strategy existence problem for the
LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] game is undecidable when system and environment own only one variable each, and the distance of local
data repetition demands is bounded by 3.
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5

Decidability of single-sided LRV[⊤, ←]

In this section we show that the single-sided LRV[⊤, ←]game is decidable. We first observe that we do not need to
consider 0 formulas for our decidability argument, since
there is a reduction of the winning strategy existence problem that removes all sub-formulas of the from x 0 ^−1y.
Proposition 5.1. There is a polynomial-time reduction from
the winning strategy existence problem for LRV[⊤, ←] into
the problem on LRV[⊤, ≈, ←].
This is done as it was done for the satisfiability problem
[11, Proposition 4]. The key observation is that
• ¬(x 0 ^−1y) is equivalent to ¬X−1 ⊤ ∨ (x ≈ X−1y ∧
G−1 (¬X−1 ⊤ ∨ y ≈ X−1y));
• x 0 ^−1y can be translated into ¬(x ≈ x ≈^−1y ) ∧
x ≈^−1y ≈ ^ −1y for a new variable x ≈^−1y belonging to
the same player as x.
Given a formula φ in negation normal form (i.e., negation is
only applied to boolean variables and data tests), consider
the formula φ ′ resulting from the replacements listed above.
It follows that φ ′ does not make use of 0. It is easy to see
that there is a winning strategy for system in the game with
winning condition φ if and only if she has a winning strategy
for the game with condition φ ′.
We consider games where environment has only Boolean
variables while system player has data variables. We call this
the single-sided LRV[⊤, ←] games and show that winning
strategy existence problem is decidable. The main concept
we use for decidability is a symbolic representation of models, introduced in [10]. The building blocks of the symbolic
representation are frames, which we adapt here. We finally
show effective reductions between single-sided LRV[⊤, ←]
games and single-sided VASS games. This implies decidability of single-sided LRV[⊤, ←] games. From Proposition 5.1,
it suffices to show effective reductions between single-sided
LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] games and single-sided VASS games.
Given a formula in LRV[⊤, ≈, ←], we replace sub-formulas
of the form x ≈ X−j y with X−j (y ≈ Xj x) if j > 0. For a formula
φ obtained after such replacements, let l be the maximum i
such that a term of the form Xi x appears in φ. We call l the Xlength of φ. Let BVARSφ ⊆ BVARS and DVARSφ ⊆ DVARS be
φ
the set of Boolean and data variables used in φ. Let Ωl be the
set of constraints of the form Xi q, Xi x ≈ Xj y or Xi (x ≈ ^ −1y),
where q ∈ BVARSφ , x, y ∈ DVARSφ and i, j ∈ {0, . . . , l }. For
φ
e ∈ {0, . . . , l }, an (e, φ)-frame is a set of constraints fr ⊆ Ωl
that satisfies the following conditions:
(F0) For all constraints Xi q, Xi x ≈ Xj y, Xi (x ≈ ^ −1y) ∈ fr,
i, j ∈ {0, . . . , e}.
(F1) For all i ∈ {0, . . . , e} and x ∈ DVARSφ , Xi x ≈ Xi x ∈ fr.
(F2) For all i, j ∈ {0, . . . , e} and x, y ∈ DVARSφ , Xi x ≈
Xj y ∈ fr iff Xj y ≈ Xi x ∈ fr.
(F3) For all i, j, j ′ ∈ {0, . . . , e} and x, y, z ∈ DVARSφ , if
′
′
{Xi x ≈ Xj y, Xj y ≈ Xj z} ⊆ fr, then Xi x ≈ Xj z ∈ fr.
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(F4) For all i, j ∈ {0, . . . , e} and x, y ∈ DVARSφ such that
Xi x ≈ Xj y ∈ fr:
• if i = j, then for every z ∈ DVARSφ we have Xi (x ≈
^ −1z) ∈ fr iff Xj (y ≈ ^ −1z) ∈ fr.
• if i < j, then Xj (y ≈ ^ −1x) ∈ fr and for any z ∈
DVARSφ , Xj (y ≈ ^ −1z) ∈ fr iff either Xi (x ≈ ^ −1z) ∈
′
fr or there exists i ≤ j ′ < j with Xj y ≈ Xj z ∈ fr.
The condition (F0) ensures that a frame can constrain at
most (e + 1) contiguous valuations. The next three conditions ensure that equality constraints in a frame form an
equivalence relation. The last condition ensures that obligations for repeating values in the past are consistent among
various variables.
A pair of (l, φ)-frames (fr, fr ′) is said to be one-step consistent iff
φ

(O1) for all Xi x ≈ Xj y ∈ Ωl with i, j > 0, we have Xi x ≈
Xj y ∈ fr iff Xi−1x ≈ Xj−1y ∈ fr ′,
φ
(O2) for all Xi (x ≈ ^ −1y) ∈ Ωl with i > 0, we have Xi (x ≈
^−1y) ∈ fr iff Xi−1 (x ≈ ^ −1y) ∈ fr ′ and
φ
(O3) for all Xi q ∈ Ωl with i > 0, we have Xi q ∈ fr iff
Xi−1q ∈ fr ′.
For e ∈ {0, . . . , l −1}, an (e, φ) frame fr and an (e +1, φ) frame
fr ′, the pair (fr, fr ′) is said to be one step consistent iff fr ⊆ fr ′
and for every constraint in fr ′ of the form Xi x ≈ Xj y, Xi q or
Xi (x ≈ ^−1y) with i, j ∈ {0, . . . , e}, the same constraint also
belongs to fr.
An (infinite) (l, φ)-symbolic model ρ is an infinite sequence
of (l, φ)-frames such that for all i ∈ N, the pair (ρ(i), ρ(i + 1))
is one-step consistent. Let us define the symbolic satisfaction
relation ρ, i |=symb φ ′ where φ ′ is a sub-formula of φ. The
relation |=symb is defined in the same way as |= for LRV,
φ
except that for every element φ ′ of Ωl , we have ρ, i |=symb φ ′
whenever φ ′ ∈ ρ(i). We say that a concrete model σ realizes
φ
a symbolic model ρ if for every i ∈ N\ {0}, ρ(i) = {φ ′ ∈ Ωl |
σ , i |= φ ′ }. The next result follows easily from definitions.
Lemma 5.2 (symbolic vs. concrete models). Suppose φ is
a LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] formula of X-length l, ρ is a (l, φ)-symbolic
model and σ is a concrete model realizing ρ. Then ρ symbolically satisfies φ iff σ satisfies φ.
We fix a LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] formula φ of X-length l. For e ∈
{0, . . . , l }, an (e, φ)-frame fr, i ∈ {0, . . . , e} and a variable x,
the set of past obligations of the variable x at level i in fr
is defined to be the set POfr (x, i) = {y ∈ DVARSφ | Xi (x ≈
^ −1y) ∈ fr}. The equivalence class of x at level i in fr is
defined to be [(x, i)]fr = {y ∈ DVARSφ | Xi x ≈ Xi y ∈ fr}.
Consider a concrete model σ restricted to two variables
x, y as shown below. The top row indicates the positions
i, (i + 1), . . . , (i + l), (i + l + 1), j, (j + 1), . . . , (j + l), (j + l + 1).
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fri
i

fri+1
i+1

x d
y

frj+1

frj

...
...

i+l

i+l+1
d

...
...

j
d'

j+1

...
...

j+l

j+l+1
d'

d

The left column indicates the two variables x, y and the remaining columns indicate valuations. E.g., σ (i + 1)(y) = d
φ
and σ (j + l + 1)(x) = d ′. Let fr i = {φ ′ ∈ Ωl | σ , i |= φ ′ }. We
have indicated this pictorially by highlighting the valuations
that determine the contents of fr i . The data values for x at
positions i and (i + l + 1) are equal, but the positions are too
far apart to be captured by any one constraint of the form
φ
Xα x ≈ Xβ x in Ωl . However, the intermediate position (i + 1)
has the same data value and is less than l positions apart
φ
from both positions. One constraint from Ωl can capture the
data repetition between positions i and (i + 1) while another
one captures the repetition between positions (i + 1) and
(i + l + 1), thus indirectly capturing the repetition between
positions i and (i +l +1). For e ∈ {0, . . . , l }, an (e, φ)-frame fr,
i ∈ {0, . . . , e} and a variable x, we say that there is a forward
(resp. backward) reference from (x, i) in fr if Xi x ≈ Xi+j y ∈ fr
(resp. Xi x ≈ Xi−j y ∈ fr) for some j > 0 and y ∈ DVARSφ .
The constraint x ≈ Xy in fr i above is a forward reference
from (x, 0) in fr i , while the constraint Xl x ≈ y is a backward
reference from (x, l) in fr i+1 .
In the above picture, the data values of x at positions j and
(j + l + 1) are equal, but the two positions are too far apart
to be captured by any constraint of the form Xα z ≈ Xβ w
φ
in Ωl . Neither are there any intermediate positions with
the same data value to capture the repetition indirectly. We
maintain a counter to keep track of the number of such remote data repetitions. Let X ⊆ DVARSφ be a set of variables.
A point of decrement for counter X in an (e, φ)-frame fr is
an equivalence class of the form [(x, e)]fr such that there is
no backward reference from (x, e) in fr and POfr (x, e) = X .
In the above picture, the equivalence class [(x, l)]fr j+1 in the
frame fr j+1 is a point of decrement for {x }. A point of increment for X in an (l, φ)-frame fr is an equivalence class of
the form [(x, 0)]fr such that there is no forward reference
from (x, 0) in fr and [(x, 0)]fr ∪ POfr (x, 0) = X . In the above
picture, the equivalence class [(x, 0)]fr j in the frame fr j is
a point of increment for {x }. Points of increment are not
present in (e, φ)-frames for e < l since such frames do not
contain complete information about constraints in the next
l positions. We denote by inc(fr) the vector indexed by nonempty subsets of DVARSφ , where each coordinate contains
the number of points of increment in fr for the corresponding subset of variables. Similarly, we have the vector dec(fr)
for points of decrement.
Given a LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] formula φ in which DVARSe = ∅ =
BVARSs , we construct a single-sided VASS game as follows.
Let l be the X-length of φ and FR be the set of all (e, φ)-frames
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for all e ∈ {0, . . . , l }. Let Aφ be a deterministic parity automaton that accepts a symbolic model iff it symbolically satisfies
φ
φ, with set of states Q φ and initial state q init . The single-sided
+
VASS game will have set of counters P (DVARSφ ), set of environment states {−1, 0, . . . , l } × Q φ × (FR ∪ {⊥}) and set of
system states {−1, 0, . . . , l } × Q φ × (FR ∪ {⊥}) × P(BVARSφ ).
Every state will inherit the colour of its Q φ component.
For convenience, we let ⊥ to be the only (−1, φ)-frame and
(⊥, fr ′) be one-step consistent for every 0-frame fr ′. The iniφ
tial state is (−1, q init , ⊥), the initial counter values are all 0
and the transitions are as follows (⌈·⌉l denotes the mapping
that is identity on {−1, 0, . . . , l − 1} and maps all others to l).
0®

• (e, q, fr) →
− (e, q, fr, V ) for every e ∈ {−1, 0, . . . , l }, q ∈ Q φ ,
fr ∈ FR ∪ {⊥} and V ⊆ BVARSφ .
inc(fr)−dec(fr ′ )

φ

φ

• (e, q init , fr, V ) −−−−−−−−−−−→ (e + 1, q init , fr ′) for every V ⊆
BVARSφ , e ∈ {−1, 0, . . . , l − 2}, (e, φ)-frame fr and (e + 1, φ)frame fr ′, where the pair (fr, fr ′) is one-step consistent and
{p ∈ BVARSφ | Xe+1p ∈ fr ′ } = V .
inc(fr)−dec(fr ′ )

• (e, q, fr, V ) −−−−−−−−−−−→ (⌈e + 1⌉l, q ′, fr ′) for every e ∈
{l − 1, l }, (e, φ)-frame fr, V ⊆ BVARSφ , q, q ′ ∈ Q φ and
(⌈e + 1⌉l, φ)-frame fr ′, where the pair (fr, fr ′) is one-step
fr ′

consistent, {p ∈ BVARSφ | X ⌈e+1⌉l p ∈ fr ′ } = V and q −−→ q ′
is a transition in Aφ .
0®

Transitions of the form (e, q, fr) →
− (e, q, fr, V ) let the environment choose any subset V of BVARSφ to be true in the
inc(fr)−dec(fr ′ )

next round. In transitions of the form (e, q, fr, V ) −−−−−−−−−−−→
(⌈e + 1⌉l, q ′, fr ′), the condition {p ∈ BVARSφ | X ⌈e+1⌉l p ∈
fr ′ } = V ensures that the frame fr ′ chosen by the system
is compatible with the subset V of BVARSφ chosen by the
environment in the preceding step. By insisting that the pair
(fr, fr ′) is one-step consistent, we ensure that the sequence
of frames built during a game is a symbolic model. The confr ′

dition q −−→ q ′ ensures that the symbolic model is accepted
by Aφ and hence symbolically satisfies φ. The update vector
inc(fr) − dec(fr ′) ensures that symbolic models are realizable,
as explained in the proof of the following result.
Lemma 5.3 (repeating values to VASS). Let φ be a LRV[⊤,
≈, ←] formula with DVARSe = BVARSs = ∅. Then system has
a winning strategy in the corresponding single-sided LRV[⊤,
≈, ←] game iff she has a winning strategy in the single-sided
VASS game constructed above.
Proof idea. A game on the single-sided VASS game results in
a sequence of frames. The single-sided VASS game embeds
automata which check that these sequences are symbolic
models that symbolically satisfy φ. This in conjunction with
Lemma 5.2 (symbolic vs. concrete models) will prove the result, provided the symbolic models are also realizable. Some
symbolic models are not realizable since frames contain too
many constraints about data values repeating in the past
and no concrete model can satisfy all those constraints. To
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6

principal value
secondary value

Single-sided LRV[⊤, ≈, →] is undecidable

In this section we show that the positive decidability result
for the single-sided LRV[⊤, ←] game cannot be replicated
for the future demands fragment, even in a restricted setting.

x
y

x
y

)

Proof idea. We will simulate runs of single-sided VASS games
with models of formulas in LRV. The formulas satisfied at
position i of the concrete model will contain information
about counter values before the i th transition and the identity of the i th transition chosen by the environment and the
system players in the run of the single-sided VASS game. For
simulating a counter x, we use two system variables x and
x. The data values assigned to these variables from positions
1 to i in a concrete model σ will represent the counter value
that is equal to the cardinality of the set {d ∈ D | ∃j ∈
{1, . . . , i}, σ (j)(x) = d, ∀j ′ ∈ {1, . . . , i}, σ (j ′)(x) , d }. Using
formulas in LRV[⊤, ≈, ←], the two players can be enforced
to correctly update the concrete model to faithfully reflect
the moves in the single-sided VASS game. A formula can
also be written to ensure that system wins the single-sided
LRV[⊤, ≈,←] game iff the single-sided VASS game being
simulated satisfies the parity condition.
□

x

x

y

y

(_
,c
y=
bi 0?,_
s
)

Theorem 5.5. Given a single-sided VASS game, a single-sided
LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] game can be constructed in polynomial time so
that the system player has a winning strategy in the first game
iff the system player has a winning strategy in the second one.

(_
,c
x=
bi 0?,_
s

Our decidability proof thus depends ultimately on energy
games, as hinted in the title of this paper. Next we show
that single-sided VASS games can be effectively reduced to
single-sided LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] games.

(_
,c
y–
bi –,_
s
)

Proof. For a LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] formula with DVARSe = BVARSs =
∅ and no past-time temporal modalities, the single-sided
VASS game defined above can be constructed in 2Exptime.
Hence, the double exponential time upper bound for energy
games (and for single-sided VASS games) given in [9] translates to 4Exptime for single-sided LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] games. □

(_
,c
x–
bi –,_
s
)

Corollary 5.4. The winning strategy existence problem for
single-sided LRV[⊤, ≈, ←] game of repeating values (without
past-time temporal modalities) is in 4Exptime.

We don’t know the decidability status for the case where
system has less than three data variables.
As in the previous undecidability results in Section 4, the
result is proven by a reduction from the reachability problem
for 2-counter machines. System makes use of labels to encode
the sequence of transitions of a witnessing run of the counter
machine. This time, system has 3 data variables x, y, z (in
addition to a number of Boolean variables which encode the
labels); and environment has just one Boolean variable b.
Variables x, y are used to encode the counters c x and cy as
before, and variables z, b are used to ensure that there are no
‘illegal’ transitions — namely, no decrements of a zero-valued
counter, and no tests for zero for a non-zero-valued counter.
Each transition in the run of the 2-counter machine will
be encoded using two consecutive positions of the game.
Concretely, while in the previous coding of Section 4 a witnessing reachability run t 1 t 2 · · · tn ∈ δ ∗ was encoded with
the label sequence begin t 1 t 2 · · · tn tˆω , in this encoding transitions are interspersed with a special bis label, and thus the
run is encoded as t 1 bis t 2 bis · · · tn bis (tˆ bis)ω ∈ (δ ∪ {bis})ω .
Suppose a position has the label of a c x + + transition
and the variable x has the data value d. Our encoding will
ensure that if the data value d repeats in the future, it will
be only once and at a position that has the label of a c x − −
transition. A symmetrical property holds for cy and variable
y. The value of counter c x (resp. cy ) before the i th transition
(encoded in the 2i th and (2i + 1)st positions) is the number of
positions j < 2i satisfying the following two conditions: i)
the position j should have the label of a c x + + transition and
ii) σ (j)(x) < {σ (j ′)(x) | j + 1 < j ′ < 2i}. Intuitively, if 2i is
the current position, the value of c x (resp. cy ) is the number
of previous positions that have the label of a c x + + transition
whose data value is not yet matched by a position with the
label of a c x − − transition. In this reduction we assume that
system plays first and environment plays next at each round,
since it is easier to understand (the reduction also holds for
the game where turns are inverted by shifting environment
behavior by one position). At each round, system will play a
label bis if the last label played was a transition. Otherwise,
she will choose the next transition of the 2-counter machine
to simulate and she will chose the values for variables x, y, z
in such a way that the aforementioned encoding for counters
c x and cy is preserved. To this end, system is bound by the
following set of rules, described here pictorially:
(_
,c
y+
bi +,_)
s

inc(fr)−dec(fr ′ )

the form (e, q, fr, V ) −−−−−−−−−−−→ (⌈e + 1⌉l, q ′, fr ′) will decrement the corresponding counter. In order for this counter
to have a value of at least 0, the counter should have been
incremented earlier by inc(fr) part of earlier transitions. This
ensures that symbolic models resulting from the single-sided
VASS games are realizable.
□

Theorem 6.1. The existence of winning strategy for singlesided LRV[⊤, ≈, →] games is undecidable, even when environment has 1 Boolean variable and system has 3 data variables.

(_
,c
x+
bi +,_)
s

avoid this, the single-sided VASS game maintains counters
for keeping track of the number of such constraints. Whenever a frame contains such a past repetition constraint that
is not satisfied locally within the frame itself, there is an absence of backward references in the frame and it results in a
point of decrement. Then the −dec(fr ′) part of transitions of
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The first (leftmost) rule, for example, reads that whenever
there is a c x ++ transition label, then all four values for x and
y in both positions (i.e., the transition position and the next
bis position) must have the same data value d (which we call
‘principal’), which does not occur in the future under variable
y. The third rule says that c x − − is encoded by having x on
the first position to carry the ‘principal’ data value d of the
transition, which is final (that is, it is not repeated in the
future under x or y), and all three remaining positions have
the same data value d ′ different from d. In this way, system
can make sure that the value of c x is decremented, by playing
a data value d that has occurred in a c x + + position that is
not yet matched. (While system could also play some data
value which does not match any previous c x + + position,
this ‘illegal’ move leads to a losing play for system, as we will
show.) In this rule, the usage of two positions per transition
becomes essential: it ensures that the data value d ′ of y (for
which d ′ , d) appears in the future both in x and y. Thus, the
presence of d ′ doesn’t affect the value of cy or c x —to affect
either, the data value should repeat in only one variable.
From these rules, it follows that every c k + + can be
matched to at most one future c k − −. However, there can
be two ways in which this coding can fail: a) there could be
invalid tests c k = 0?, that is, a situation in which the preceding positions of the test contain a c k + + transition which is
not matched with a c k − − transition; and b) there could be
some c k − − with no previous matching c k + +. As we will
see next, variables z and b play a crucial role in the game
whenever any of these two cases occurs. In all the rounds,
environment always plays ⊤, except if he detects that one of
these two situations, a) or b), have arisen, in which case he
plays ⊥. In the following rounds system plays a value in z
that will enable to test, with an LRV formula, if there was
indeed an a) or b) situation, in which case system will lose, or
if environment was just ‘bluffing’, in which case system will
win. Since this is the most delicate point in the reduction,
we dedicate the remaining of this section to the explanation
of how these two situations a) and b) are treated.
Remember that environment has just one bit of information to play with. The LRV property we build ensures that
the sequence of b-values must be from the set ⊤∗ ⊥∗ ⊤ω .
a) Avoiding illegal tests for zero. Suppose that at some
point of the 2-counter machine simulation, system decides
to play a c k = 0? transition. Suppose there is some preceding
c k + + transition for which either: a1) there is no matching
c k − − transition; or a2) there is a matching c k − − transition
but it occurs after the c k = 0? transition. Situation a1 can
be easily avoided by ensuring that any winning play must
satisfy the formula µ = G(τ(c k ++) ∧ Fτ(c k =0?) ⇒ k ≈ ^k)
for every k ∈ {x, y}. Here, τinst tests if the current position
is labelled with an instruction of type inst. On the other
hand, Situation a2 requires environment to play a certain
strategy (represented in Figure 1-a2). This means that c k is
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Figure 1. Depiction of best strategies in both situations.
non-zero at the position of the c k = 0? transition, and that
this is an illegal transition; thus, environment must respond
accordingly. Further, suppose this is the first illegal transition
that has occurred so far. Environment, who so far has been
playing only ⊤, decides to play ⊥ to mark the cheating point.
Further, he will continue playing ⊥ until the matching c k − −
transition is reached (if it is never reached, it is situation
a1 and system loses as explained before), after which he
will play ⊤ forever afterwards. In some sense, environment
provides a link between the illegal transition and the proof of
its illegality through a ⊥∗ -path. The following characterizes
environment’s denouncement of an illegal test for zero:
Property 1: b becomes ⊥ at a c k = 0? position and stops being
⊥ at a c k − − position thereafter.
Note that Property 1 is clearly definable by a formula π1 of
LRV[⊤, ≈, →]. If Property 1 holds, a formula φ 1 can constrain
system to play z according to the following: z always carries
the same data value, distinct from the values of all other
variables, but as soon as the last ⊥ value is played, which
has to be on a c k − − position, the value of z changes and
holds the principal value of that c k − − transition,2 and it
continues to hold that value forever after (cf. Figure 1-a2).
Further, if environment cheated in his denouncement by
linking a c k = 0? transition with a future c k − − with a
matching c k + + that falls in-between the test for zero and
the decrement, then a property π1′ can catch this: there exists
a c k + + with ⊥ whose principal value matches that of a
future z-value.
Finally, assuming environment correctly denounced an illegal test for zero and system played accordingly on variable
z, a property φ 1′ can test that environment exposed an illegal
transition, by testing that there exists a c k + + transition
whose principal value corresponds to the z-value of some
future position. Thus, the encoding for this situation is expressed with the formula ψ 1 = µ ∧ ((π1 ∧ ¬π 1′) ⇒ (φ 1 ∧ ¬φ 1′ )).
b) Avoiding illegal decrements. Suppose now that at some
point of the 2-counter machine simulation, system decides
to play a c k − − transition for which there is no preceding
c k ++ transition matching its final data value. This is a form of
cheating, and thus environment should respond accordingly.
Further, suppose this is the first cheating that has occurred so
2 To

make sure it is the last ⊥ element, system has to wait for ⊤ to appear,
hence variable z changes its value at the next position after the last ⊥.
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far. Environment, who so far has been playing only ⊤, decides
then to mark this position with ⊥; and for the remaining
of the play environment plays only ⊤ (even if more illegal
transitions are performed in the sequel). Summing up, for this
situation environment’s best strategy has a value sequence
from ⊤∗ ⊥⊤ω , and this property characterizes environment’s
denouncement of an illegal decrement (cf. Figure 1-b).
Property 2: b becomes ⊥ at a c k − − position and stops being
⊥ immediately after.
A formula π2 can test Property 2; and a formula φ 2 can
constrain variable z to always have the same data value —
distinct from all other data values played on variables x, y—
while b contains ⊤ values; and as soon as b turns to ⊥ on a
c k − − position, then z at the next position takes the value of
the current variable k, and maintains that value (cf. Figure 1b). Further, a formula φ 2′ tests that in this case there must be
some c k + + position with a data value equal to variable z of
a future position. The formula corresponding to this case is
then ψ 2 = π2 ⇒ φ 2 ∧ φ 2′ .
The final formula to test is then of the form φ = φ lab ∧
φ x,y ∧ ψ 1 ∧ ψ 2 , where φ lab ensures the finite-automata behavior of labels, and in particular that a final state can be
reached, and φ x,y asserts the correct behavior of the variables x, y relative to the labels. It follows that system has
a winning strategy for the game with input φ if, and only
if, there is a positive answer to the reachability problem for
the 2-counter machine. Finally, labels can be eliminated by
means of special data values encoding blocks exactly as done
in Section 4.2, and in this way Theorem 6.1 follows.
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Conclusion

It remains open whether the 4Exptime upper bound given
in Corollary 5.4 is optimal. The satisfiability problem for
propositional LTL is complete for Pspace and the realizability problem is complete for exponential of alternating Pspace,
which is 2Exptime. Since the satisfiability of LRV is complete for 2Expspace, it would be surprising if games on LRV
have upper bounds smaller than exponential of alternating
2Expspace, which is 4Exptime. For the decidability result in
Section 5, we assumed that in any sub-formula of the form
x ≈ ⟨φ?⟩ −1y, φ is ⊤. We believe that this assumption can
possibly be removed if we maintain counters for (variable,
formula) pairs instead of variables. We leave the technical
details of this extension for future work. An open question is
the decidability status of single-sided games with future obligations restricted to only two data variables; the reduction
we have in Section 6 needs three.
Some future directions for research on this topic include
finding restrictions other than single-sidedness to get decidability. For the decidable cases, the structure of winning
strategies can be studied, e.g., whether memory is needed
and if yes, how much.
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